TOPSY-TURVY CHIEF JUDGES
By Manuel P. Asensio
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1.
This is a brief introduction to an investigative report titled Topsy-Turvy
Chief Judges that is based on an investigation of New York Chief Judge Janet
DiFiore’s conduct while engaged in defending the of a New York County Family
Court Magistrate, Adetokunbo O. Fasanya against me. I authored an article
describing who I am and how I became involved with the chief judge titled Origins
of Topsy-Turvy Chief Judges.
2.
The chief judge’s illegal conduct begins at the trial level in the court
room. Chief Judge DiFiore is responsible for the special training trial judges
receive at the New York Judicial Institute on how to deny parents due process.
This is a necessary part of a scheme used to deny parenting rights in New
York. Americans do not tolerate government denial of their due process rights or
control of their private lives. It rightfully generates enormous anger. As a result,
the chief judge is must deploy a specially trained armed family court police force
to suppress parental opposition of these type of extreme political ideology. The
second level of the chief judge’s illegal conduct is protecting the corrupt judging
by denying citizens their due process within that state's appeal courts.
3.
Parental rights and due process are a US citizen’s two most protected rights.
New York's chief judge denies its citizens these two rights within the state. The
federal judges have determined to allow the states to operate domestic relations
system without federal court intervention. Blameless children cannot identify
corrupt judging. Without state or federal remedy parents are reduced to helpless
victims the chief judge’s use of a justice system to commit fraud.
4.
The authority of chief judges over parents and children has never been
investigated based on chief judge’s private conduct and laws that apply to their
_________________________
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conduct. Why? Because it is concealed and illegal and governors, attorney
generals and the legislatures have not been forced to investigate. As a result, the
chief judge’s illegal conduct has never been report. It is organized corrupt judging
as a cover for government interference with children's religious and political
beliefs and parental freedom.
5.
The chief judge’s illegal conduct in defending Fasanya revealed the
concealed acts she performs while administrating the state’s parenting rights
system. Parental authority belongs to parents not the state under all but the most
extreme cases. Chief Judge DiFiore’s illegal corrupt judging system supplants
parental authority with political power and political ideology. This requires
extraordinary levels of illegal concealed unauthorized conduct by the chief judge.
6.
Protecting and concealing this outrageous corrupt judging system is
expensive. This is Chief Judge DiFiore most serious illegal activity. The chief
judge does not pay publicists or lobbyists. She uses lawyers at no cost to her but
great cost to free society. All this is done to enforce Chief Judge DiFiore’s political
ideology on children. This is utterly intolerable in any justice system and it exists
right here in America. We must inform each other to end this conduct on
American Soil.
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